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Abstract. Turbulent changes of the production program challenge the
suitability of the operating point of the production system. This can
result in a lack of efficiency and productivity of a formerly mature configuration of a production system. In this case, the logistic positioning
becomes obsolete. Therefore, a periodic monitoring of the system configuration is necessary to ensure a resilient production. To cope with those
challenges, this paper introduces an approach which evaluates strategies in terms of adjusting the system configuration. On the one hand,
this refers to control strategies influencing the temporal organization
and thus the system’s behavior. On the other hand, also a variation of
the spatial organization in terms of the layout of the production system
can be considered. For different production structures effects of changed
production programs on the system configuration and its resilience is
explained and adequate measures for adapting the temporal or spatial
structure are appraisable.
Keywords: Temporal structure · Spatial structure · Operating point ·
Production system configuration · Resilience · Structural quality
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Introduction

The production industry – mainly due to the globalization of sales and purchase
markets – is faced with new kinds of general conditions, resulting in decreasing
quantities of similar products and, at the same time, increasing numbers of
customer-specific variations. A clear change is noticeable, from multi-variant
large-scale production towards customer-specific batch production, which comes
as a result of this very individualization of the customers’ demands. This often
leads to short-cycle adjustments within the factory and production structure,
since mastering these types of production largely depends on the implemented
system structure. As for the operating routine, there is no objectively measurable
parameter to verify the appropriateness of the installed system structure: The
Structural Quality, the development of which is currently undertaken by several
research activities at the Otto von Guericke University in Magdeburg.
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Scientific Background

A system is regarded as an entity of elements, the interrelations existing between
these elements and the respective characteristics of these very elements and interrelations. Based on the production-technical approach, a factory can be defined
as a production site providing an efficient manufacturing of goods. Production
in this context is the system itself as the location where the actual manufacturing takes place [1]. In principle, production systems are socio-technical systems,
since during the manufacturing process the elements of the technical subsystem
(machines and plants) together with the elements of the social subsystem (people) enable the internal production process [2]. In order to simplify the structural
approach for these kinds of production systems, the subcomponents of the technical and social system will be regarded as the smallest system units in form of
work systems [3].
As a matter of fact, production systems exist – as any field of known matter
– in space and time and are classified; thus, they do possess a structure in terms
of a certain organization of the system (System Configuration). Based on the
system-specific type and number of system elements (System Composition), a
structure describes the basic order of a system (System Setup) depending on
the existing system interrelations. As a result, it determines the function of the
system (System Behavior). The System Setup is, therefore, determined by the
existing System Composition, i.e. the type and number of all system elements,
depending on the type, orientation and intensity of the system-inherent, physical
interrelations between the system elements. This preferably economical arrangement of system elements for implementing the processing sequences is called
Spatial Structure [4]. The System Behavior is characterized by the type, number
and order of any kinds of processes that might be implemented through the functional linking of the system elements (processing sequences). The chronological
structuring of the processes into segments and their timely interaction is called
Temporal Structure [1]. In the context of manufacturing and assembly systems,
resilience is the ability of the system to cope with changes of all sorts [5]. This
concept refers to the System Behavior and the System Setup in terms of both,
rapidly and flexibly reconfiguring the operating states of a production system or
enduring to changes due to the preservation of a stable system configuration [6].
In particular, the property called robustness that allows a system to maintain
its functions despite external and internal perturbations [7], is important due to
an adequate response to turbulent market and customer changes.
Analytical approaches for checking or evaluating an installed system structure are contrasted by design approaches to pre-determine flexible system structures in the context of factory and production structure planning. Deficits in such
structure configurations are mainly provoked by the mostly one-sided observation of the spatial aspects of structuring (before Start-of-production – SOP),
since the temporal component will usually only be determined by the time sequence of the production processes (after the real SOP) [8,9]. Only the temporal
dependency of type, number, linking and arrangement of the system elements
is considered with the help of dynamic structuring approaches [10]. A fact of-
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ten ignored is that, besides the arrangement of the system elements, it is also
the manner of their interactions which defines an entire system structure. Therefore, an evaluation of the structure’s appropriateness is necessary which considers
both the spatial and the temporal aspects of production structures. Following
the previous remarks, the evaluation of the Structural Quality should be based
on the System Setup as well as the System Behavior.

3
3.1

Model for Structural Evaluation
System Setup – Basic Considerations

The setup of a production system mainly depends on the System Composition and is reflected in the plant layout as regards the Spatial Structure. Consequently, the System Setup should be understood as function of the System
Composition and the concrete Spatial Structure (Equation 1):
System Setup = f (System Composition; Spatial Structure)

(1)

These determinations usually occur during the planning stage of a production system, starting with the definition of the type of operational means and
the technologies on which they are based. In a next step, this will provide the
system-specific level of concentration or the differentiation of the working steps,
respectively, leading eventually to the level of task distribution that is possible
during the system’s operation. In order to guarantee the required capacitive performance of the system-specific means, its number will be determined at last.
After this functional determination and dimensioning, the next step of structuring is to work out an ideal Spatial Structure. Existing procedures may optimize
such a spatial arrangement, usually by minimizing the length of present transport routes between the individual operational systems (Equation 2). Thus, the
focus is mainly set on optimizing the material flow [8,9].
m X
m
X

lij · Dij ⇒ min

(2)

i=1 j=1

lij Intensity between object i and object j
Dij Distance between object i and object j
m Number of objects
3.2

System Behavior – Basic Considerations

The concrete behavior of a production system will only become transparent
during operation. Therefore, the System Behavior is based on the System Setup
defined before and causally influenced by the selection of the Temporal Structure.
Accordingly, the System Behavior can be understood as function of the System
Setup and the selected Temporal Structure (Equation 3):
System Behavior = f (System Setup; T emporal Structure)

(3)
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Previous methods for evaluating the operational quality of a production structure mainly focus on three parameters in this respect: throughput time, output
rate and the work in progress (WIP). Completing this by adherence to delivery
dates, we will have all the figures for the so-called logistic performance indicators. These are usually visualized in form of operating curves, thus locating the
current operating point of a production system multi-dimensionally [9]. Based on
the operating curve, a theoretical optimum for running a production structure
can be determined. In this context, the WIP features a double role as control
variable and evaluating parameter and is used as an assessment tool. Accordingly, the WIP in the production system is the only parameter that is directly
influenceable by the activities of production planning and production controlling - which during the operation of a production structure have a big impact
on determining their System Behavior - and immediately affects the remaining logistic performance indicators. Therefore, the individual objectives must be
weighed up against each other in order to achieve an adequate picture of the
present operational target system. As for the strategic focus of an enterprise,
hierarchic target systems are common practice and are also used when projecting production systems. However, when operating such elaborated production
systems, the focus is mostly set on the logistic performance indicators. Here,
the quality of the System Behavior, which is mainly determined by the System
Setup, is evaluated and, in the next step, the quality of the system structure is
assessed by using operating curves.
Moreover, specific versions of the characteristic curves depend on different
conditions for the respective production system (e.g. the integration of operating systems into the material flow), i.e. the comparability of operating points
depends on the respective aspects of the production structure [11]. Basically,
the characteristic of a production program for a concrete production system
influences the System Composition as well as the Spatial and Temporal Structure. Except for the production program, all factors can be directly influenced
by the enterprise. While in case of an identical Spatial Structure, the operating
points of a system might be compared for different Temporal Structures, e.g.
with changed controlling processes, it is not easy to make a reverse assessment
with the help of the logistic performance indicators. This is due to the fact that
changing the Spatial Structure often induces a change in the resource basis as regards the System Composition. Only with unchanged type and number of system
elements, a consistent basis for evaluation is guaranteed. Otherwise, the different
dimensioning and/or a changed functional scope of individual resource elements
distort the comparison’s significance. In order to compensate for this deficit, it
is required to normalize the parameters. Thus, a normalized presentation of the
logistic performance indicators is required to be able to draw conclusions which
are largely independent from the system-specific conditions [11].
3.3

Main Findings – The Structural Quality

In order to assess the quality of a present production structure it is necessary to
determine adequate reference values for the normalization. For the output rate
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and the WIP it is advisable to relate these values to the ideal operating point,
thus expressing them as relative values. If the maximum output rate is set on
100%, then the medium output rate can be directly converted and interpreted
as medium utilization. For the WIP it is advisable to normalize with the ideal
minimum WIP as reference point. The resulting relative WIP indicates to which
degree the absolute WIP of a production system deviates from the ideal minimum
WIP. If the ideal minimum WIP and the maximum utilization are set on 100%
respectively, the normalized output rate operating curve will be the result. A
relative measure for the throughput time or the range respectively is the flow
rate. If the mean WIP is set in relation to the output rate, the weighted flow
rate will be obtained as normalized value for the operating range [11].
As a result of this normalization, the calculation equations for the utilization, the relative WIP and the weighted flow rate do not include the specific
order (production program) and direct capacity figures (system composition)
any longer. Resulting normalized operating curves are therefore mainly systemindependent, focusing exclusively on the Spatial and Temporal structure of the
observed production system.
Accordingly, the Structural Quality of production systems can be seen as
vector of the quality of the Spatial and Temporal structure (Equation 4):
−→
SQ =

SQspatial 
SQtemporal

(4)

where,
−→
SQ Structural Quality
SQspatial Spatial Structural Quality
SQtemporal Temporal Structural Quality

4
4.1

Application Scenario
Use Case and Results

Basically, the Structural Quality provides the planner with a number to evaluate an implemented production structure. Moreover, the Structural Quality may
also serve as a planning index when reconfiguring an observed production structure. Such a reconfiguration is based on changing general conditions (mainly
the change of the production program) as well as on changes of system-inherent
characteristics: this refers to the System’s Composition, Setup and Behavior.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the way the Structural Quality is applied as key
number by using a typical manufacturing system of the metal processing industry as an example. Produced are shaft, gearing and housing components with
machine tools applying different operation sequences, respectively. The implemented production structure is arranged in an operation-oriented setup (workshop structure), with a levelled dispatching of the manufacturing orders being
provided by a standardized production program. At first the characteristic curve
was plotted by using a discrete variation of the production program in terms of
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an order load on a percentage basis in order to evaluate the temporal structure.
Thus, the load of the production system as measured by the WIP was modified
stepwise. As a result, a reasonable curve regarding the lead time and the output
rate depending on the respective WIP arose. Moreover, the transport effort of the
spatial structure was calculated according to Equation 2. The optimal Spatial
Structure relates to an ideal arrangement of machines. Due to layout constraints
arising from the real circumstances of the building, the attained spatial quality
amounts to 1,75 (percentage compared to the optimal material flow).
Subsequently, the numbers for normalization were computed. The ideal minimum WIP amount in a workload of about 2500 hours. The maximum output
rate considered the capacity of the entire system, i.e. the sum of the capacity of
all particular work systems. It amounts 448 hours per working day. The theoretical minimum throughput time is the sum of all net process times. In this ideally
consideration absolutely no transition or waiting time occurs. The normalized
values for each operation point (level of WIP) can be calculated on the basis
of these numbers (minimum throughput time, ideal minimum WIP, maximum
output rate). For this purpose, the percentage gap between achieved and ideal
value are arithmetically averaged and yield the figure for the temporal quality.
According to the definitions of Structural Quality, the spatial and temporal vec-

Fig. 1. Structural Quality of a manufacturing system (as-is state)

tor components for this workshop structure result in the values 1,75 (normalized
transport effort) and 1,71 (normalized operating point), combined in the column
vector Structural Quality (Figure 1, Equation 4). Thus, the Structural Quality
enables to check a potential variation within the System Setup.
In the given example occurs an object-oriented reconfiguration of the spatial
arrangement (line structure). Here, various products share a specific production
line and in this context certain resources which are necessary to produce the
respective products. All together the products are allocated to three different
production lines. Neither the production program nor the System Composition
(in type and number of the operating systems) are subjected to any changes in
this respect and remain fixed. The System Behavior (in form of dispatching and
controlling the manufacturing orders) is altered first into a reorder point pro-
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cedure (variant 1) and subsequently into a Kanban principle (variant 2). Thus,
this results in a variation of the Spatial and Temporal Structure. Again, characteristic curves for the new production structures were plotted. The numeric
values for the normalization are equal to the first calculation. The numbers for
the spatial and temporal vector components, now with the values 1,40 (normalized transport effort) and 4,60 (normalized operating point of the reorder point
procedure) or 3,41 (Kanban principle), are combined again in the column vector
Structural Quality (Figure 2, Equation 4).

Fig. 2. Structural Quality of a manufacturing system (1: reorder point procedure, 2:
kanban)

4.2

Discussion

The concrete Structural Quality of both variants depends on the aims of the
company. A clear advantage of one of the variants is not assessable due to the
fact that vectors for the spatial and the temporal reveal a different tendency.
While the numerical value of the spatial vector is decreasing due to the change
from a workshop to a line production, the value of the temporal vector is increasing simultaneously. On the contrary, the vector for the temporal quality
of the structures reveals that all in all the workshop structure enables a better performance compared to the line structure with reorder point procedure
or Kanban principle. However, the Kanban structure reveals a clear advantage
compared to the reorder point procedure due to the fact that the inventory inherent in the systems is lower for the Kanban principle. Nevertheless, capacity
utilization of the workshop structure is higher than the value of the production
lines because of the multi-variant production program. Additionally, the actual
operation point of the workshop production is closer to its optimal operation
point than the respective operation points of the line production (Figures 1 and
2).

5

Conclusion and Outlook

The Structural Quality shall be used to analyze the efficiency that is the temporal
and cost-oriented input-output-relation with the idea of minimizing the factor
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input while keeping the output quantity. Under consideration of the companyspecific objectives, the Structural Quality, therefore, provides the potential of an
exogenously induced and/or endogenously enabled variation of the production
structure. Thus, at this point the Structural Quality facilitates an assessment of
a change of the Spatial and Temporal Structure.
As a result, the vectors for the spatial and the temporal Structural Quality
changed. This highlights the insight that variations of one of the three system
aspects (quantity of elements, interrelations between these elements or characteristics of these elements and interrelations) can lead to shifts regarding both
the temporal and the spatial quality of the system structure. Accordingly, this
measurable parameter enables verifying the appropriateness of the installed system structure concerning a specific production program in terms of a proper
function of the production system.
On the contrary, the Structural Quality can serve as a mean to assess the
resilience of a system regarding a changing production program and its impact
of the system’s configuration. This refers to both the Spatial and the Temporal
Structure. The first one indicates the impact of a variation of the production
program on the appropriateness of the disposal of resources (layout). The second
one relates to attaining objectives (lead time, WIP, utilization) despite changes
of the production program.
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